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Mission Statement
Provide evidence-based
services leading to increased
quality of life through
research, advocacy,
education, operated services,
and participation in public
mental health policy design.
Vision
By observing and analyzing
functional relationships we
can build our environment to
support our needs. As we
catalyze change, based on
what we know works, we can
grow by building personal
relationships that are
meaningful, stronger, and
lifelong. Our vision is to
increase control over our
environment and build a
community that is supportive
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A message from the Executive Director
We, at MBHO, are excited to kick-off our biannual newsletter
which we will publish in-print and online in December and June!
MBHO is always up to new and exciting things and we look
forward to sharing these endeavors with our employees, our
clients and the community. We were established in 2011 and we
have seen steady growth in both our program offerings and our
clientele. We are proud to offer a wide range of behavioral
Jason R. White,
Executive Director
health services to adults and children while maintaining a true
grass-roots connection to our mission and vision. We hope you
continue to follow us on our journey in serving our communities in Maine!

Employees Represent MBHO at NAMI Walk
MBHO employees formed a team and raised funds for NAMI’s walk which aims to
highlight mental illness and suicide in terms of awareness, hope for recovery and
breakdown of stigmas. The 13th annual walk took place on September 27th, 2015 in
South Portland under sunny skies and was accompanied by a DJ and , food, vendors
and kids’ activities. The 5K event was
sponsored by countless organizations
and individuals including a team of
MBHO employees in matching tie-dye
shirts (pictured, left). “What inspired
me was the excitement of the
participants and the support given [to]
each other during the walk” says Donna
DeWitt of her experience. The team
MBHO Employees Jane Jolicoeur, Lisa plans to do it again next year and
Meacham, Donna DeWitt, Danielle recruit more walkers and raise even
Devaney and Linnea Hofmeister posing more funds. As Lisa Meacham puts it “It
was just a lot of fun!”. Come join us!
at the NAMI walk in South Portland.
If you or someone you know wants to receive ‘The Right Treatment; the First Time’,
please contact MBHO at:
49 Oak Street, Augusta, ME 04330 | 30 Leavitt Street, Skowhegan, ME 04976
Phone: (207)-542-4301 | Fax: (207) 626-8312

MBHO Now Provides Section 28 Services
MBHO has exhibited steady growth since we were founded in 2011. We are now proud to welcome Section 28
services to our list of offerings. Section 28 is the MaineCare lingo for services geared toward children with
cognitive impairments and functional limitations. These so-called rehabilitative and community support services
help parents and children make their lives more manageable through skill-building, improving communication and
identifying behaviors that need modification. Andra Dickey was recently brought on-board as the Assistant
Director of Developmental Services. Andra’s passion for helping children began with an early experience in
childhood. Her friendship with an autistic neighbor-boy lead to a relationship where she helped him at school, sat
with him on the bus and played with him after school. As an adult she continued down this path working as a
behavioral health professional and case manager for adults and children in various settings including those with
intellectual limitations, mental illness, and criminal challenges in both residential and community settings. This
breadth of experiences has made her a true leader and expert in her field. Andra is excited to start MBHO’s
Section 28 program and is looking for equally excited BHPs to join her at MBHO. She says :
“MBHO is a great company to begin a career in social
work. An ideal Behavioral Health Professional candidate
is an individual with intuitive compassion and inherent
understanding of the sensitivities of working with this
demographic. An ideal BHP is someone who can learn to
have unconditional positive regard despite certain
adversities that surely will be encountered while working
in this field. An ideal BHP is a team player, has proficient
communication skills, and understands the importance
of being consistent and reliable, and is able to
brainstorm and implement new methods to better meet
the ever changing need of our clients. This is a very
rewarding career path. People should apply to work with
MBHO who appreciate being around hard working
professionals who help each other out and whose MBHO employees Doris Labranche and Andra
ultimate goal is to provide great service to clients.“
Dickey take a quick photo-break at a recent job fair
For more information, see our Career Corner on page 3.
hosted by the Augusta Career Center.

Clothes Needed

Did you know that
MBHO
provides
clothes and more to
our
clients?
We
recently received a
generous donation of
shoes
from
New
Balance that have
made it to the feet of many adults and children in our
services. But… MBHO’s Clothing Closet needs restocking! If you have new or gently used clothes, shoes
or school supplies, they are welcome here! We always
need every-day clothes but are in particular need of
warm-weather clothing like hats and mittens and
jackets in all sizes and colors. And believe it or not,
we’re interested in school supplies for next year! For
more information or to make a donation, contact
Aaron Fortin: afortin@mainebehavioralhealth.org.
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Dialectical Behavioral Therapy
Dialectical Behavioral Therapy (DBT) is a group
therapy session with an emphasis on peer support
that helps participants learn tools and skills that lead
to greater empowerment. Over the course of 9-12
months, participants will build skills in mindfulness
(being in-the-moment); distress tolerance (reducing
the frequency of crisis interventions); emotional
regulation (learning how to manage impulses); and
interpersonal
effectiveness
(building
better
relationships). Each class is 2.5 hours once a week and
are currently offered in Augusta and Skowhegan.
Groups are lead by Linnea Hofmeister, CADC, MHRT/C,
who has had her own positive experience as a
consumer of DBT. To learn more about Linnea, see
page 4. If you or someone you know is interested in
participating
in
DBT,
contact
Linnea
at
lhofmeister@mainebehavioralhealth.org.
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Behavioral Health Homes-What the Heck is That?
Despite how it sounds, a Behavioral Health Home (BHH) is not a place. It’s actually more like a system or a hub
where an individual can get all of their behavioral health needs met. In truth, it’s not that different than the
system that currently exists in behavioral health organizations, however, behavioral health homes have a specific
set of requirements that are geared towards 1) increasing the quality of care; 2) increasing access to care; and 3)
reducing the cost of care. These three goals are known as The Triple Aim, and were set forth as part of the
Affordable Care Act of 2010 (ACA-also commonly known as ObamaCare). So, clients still work with a provider to
establish goals and measurable steps towards achieving those goals, however, now the services (e.g. case
management, medication management, counseling, etc.) are required to be coordinated. This ensures
streamlined treatment and discharge planning across services, prevents clients from developing an overwhelming
amount of goals; encourages treatment components to augment each other while also reducing the duplication
of services.
At MBHO, it is always our goal and our practice to achieve this level of service, so from the patient’s perspective,
nothing has changed. From the organization’s standpoint, however, certain criteria have to be met in order to
qualify as a BHH. First, BHH’s have to establish formal relationships with hospitals and primary care physicians to
ensure continuity of medical and mental health care. In addition, BHHs must have an electronic medical records
system that can interface with HealthInfoNet to share a consenting client’s records among his or her health care
professionals (see our accompanying article on ClaimTrak, below). These features help providers establish an
appropriate baseline profile for each patient and keeps them abreast of real-time medical or mental health
changes that can affect the client’s treatment plan.
MBHO is pleased to be a qualified BHH and we are currently enrolling clients in
this program. Clients must meet certain eligibility requirements: namely they
must have two or more qualifying conditions. These conditions include a mental
health condition, a substance abuse disorder, tobacco use, and medical
conditions (such as diabetes, heart disease, body mass index greater than 25,
hypertension, asthma, etc.). MBHO is using the same staff in our BHH program,
so our clients who choose to enter into the BHH program can have all the same
providers that they know and love! We are currently enrolling adults into our
BHH program and we are planning to reinstate our children’s BHH program,
soon. If you want to know more about BHHs, MBHO’s BHH program or are
interested in enrolling, contact Jason White: (207) 542-4301.

The
Triple
Aim

MBHO Launches ClaimTrak
Integrated healthcare has long been touted as the gold standard for holistic patient care. However, organizations
have found it challenging to put this to practice in an environment that includes complex insurance situations,
changing diagnostic codes, various record keeping practices among healthcare providers, and stringent rules
regarding client confidentiality. Because MBHO believes in the value of integrated mental and medical health
care, we carried-out a multi-year plan of implementing health information technology, in light of these barriers.
With the help of a $70,000 grant from Maine’s Department of Health and Human Services (a part of the federally
funded State Innovation Model grant), MBHO purchased and implemented Claimtrak software. Claimtrak is a
behavioral health information management system that allows us to interface with HealthInfoNet, gaining access
to medical and behavioral health records for clients who choose to participate. This project is part of a
collaboration among local behavioral health organizations and Claimtrak is being tailored to our collective needs.
As Claimtrak is being developed and implemented, MBHO is meeting the milestones set forth by the
HealthInfoNet SIM grant, which include 1) demonstrate interoperability capabilities; 2) data interfacing; and 3)
quality control practices. We look forward to the full implementation of
the HealthInfoNet program as it will help us better coordinate our clients’
care with both their medical and mental health team members.
MBHO Newsletter|Winter 2015
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Career Corner

Meet Linnea

MBHO boasts a tight-knit group
of employees who enjoy
generous wages, benefits and
bonuses. Please contact us for
more information about job
openings or to apply for an advertised position:
mainebehavioralhealth@mainebehavioralhealth.org.
You can also visit our website to view job openings:
http://mainebehavioralhealth.org/Careers.htm

Linnea has been working for
MBHO since we opened in
2011.
Linnea
provides
individual counseling, case
management and dialectical
behavioral therapy (DBT)
services to our clients. In
fact, Linnea is responsible
for bringing substance abuse
services and DBT to MBHO. Linnea’s inspirational story
started with her own positive crisis intervention after
which she found a spiritual awakening that has shaped
her motivation to help others in similar situations. She
was fortunate to find a mentor in MBHO’s Director of
Clinical Services, Vickie Fisher, who has helped Linnea
succeed in attaining her career goals as a behavioral
health clinician. Thanks, Linnea for all you do for
MBHO, our clients and for the entire mental health
community!

BHPs
Join the MBHO team as a Behavioral Health
Professional! Great benefits, starting pay $11-$14,
mileage reimbursement, flexible hours, no experience
required! MBHO will provide training and will also
reward $300 to those who have already had a BHP
training!

Case Managers
Case management opportunities at MBHO are better
than ever! MBHO offers a career path that leads to
professional licensure, such as LSW, CADC, LADC, and
CCS! We offer educational and training opportunities.
Some of our programs also offer incentive pay. Many
case managers sit on steering committees in the
community, work on special projects, and those who
have been credentialed through the organization also
provide counseling. We are hiring for both children’s
and adult case management.

Clinicians
Come join our fantastic
group of providers operating
out of our Skowhegan office.
This newly-renovated space
is a great place to help clients
on their road to recovery.
We rely on our providers to
be part of our collaborative
decision making process so
take the opportunity to help
us shape our organization!

Support MBHO
If you would like to contribute to our 501(c)3
organization, please contact Marcy Richardson:
Marcy.Richardson@mainebehavioralhealth.org
We have numerous options including
• Individual Donations (visit our website)
• 5K Race Support and Giving Opportunities Bequests
• Corporate Sponsorship
• Fundraisers
• Volunteer Opportunities
• Bequests

Amazon Smile
Now you can donate to MBHO when you shop on
Amazon.com. Instead of typing in Amazon.com, type
in this URL: https://smile.amazon.com/ch/45-1137743
Now shop as you normally do and a percentage of
your eligible purchases will be donated by
Amazon.com to MBHO!

Save the Date!
Things are really starting to roll at MBHO! We’re excited to be hosting our
first, annual 5K run/walk to raise funds for our neighbors with behavioral
health needs! The race will be on May 21st in Skowhegan. As we continue
organizing our event, we will post updates on our website:
www.mainebehavioralhealth.org, so check back frequently!
mainebehhlthorg
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https://www.linkedin.com/company/
maine-behavioral-health-organization

https://www.facebook.com/MaineBehavioral-Health-Organization
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